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About This Game

【Intro】

A game about romancing monks?! All the romanceable characters are monks?!
Sweet yet seductive! The untainted body and soul that only you can touch…

PS: The game is set in an alternate history with an alternate religion.

【Hair Switch】

If it doesn’t suit your taste then shave their hair off! There’s actually a unique option to control the male characters’ hair at will!

【"Awful" Characters】

Completely fixated on training yet a lover of all things fuzzy denpa Zhikong, the outwardly charming yet inwardly shy frugal
housewife Huihai, the martial artist clean freak and tsundere ponytail Ziqing, there’s surely someone who will interest you.

No one is normal?!

【Performance】

Lively visual performance, some CGs are even partially animated!
Lost in Secular Love that was initially released on 2014 is now finally on Steam! The ban against livestreaming and/or recording
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gameplay has also been lifted! Anyone is welcome to record/livestream gameplay!
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Title: Lost in Secular Love
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
YETU GAME
Publisher:
YETU GAME
Release Date: 28 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: windows xp

Processor: 1000MHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Memory 128Mb

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1500 MB available space

Sound Card: Built-in Sound Card

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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When the game first started, I could not make much of an argument to convince other gamers to play this game, it was not
translated fully, there were only chinese and asian servers, and you had to play on low graphics to play with least amount of lag.

Now the game has been updated, and i have deleted an earlier review to fully amend and announce what cons i had with this
game, have been addressed. There are American servers, the game has been fully translated to English, and I have been able to
turn up my graphics from low. Ultra still doesn't quite load quickly to fully enjoy the game quite yet, but it does show alot of
progress these developers have made in such a short time.

If you like battle royal genre games, and like Feudal Asian times, this game is worth a try. It is beautiful, well thought out, and
easy to pick up. You fight with Feudal Age weaponry, and martial arts. Instead of vehicles, you have horses. It does have your
basic layout of the popular PUBG. The map, loadout, search for weapons/armor, and fighting in an area with a closing battle
circle. However, one new factor makes the game abit more interesting, aside of playing with swords, bows, and whatnot, is there
are skill books, to learn more complex attacks, or even skills, for instance: Wall running, wall bounce. Just to name a few. There
are traps such as, bamboo ground spikes, and bear traps. Throwables like old style grenades, throwing knives, or even smoke
powder bombs.

Over all, I think this game has been improved to where i can strongly suggest it, and ask more American based players to join in
and help bring up the player count in the American servers.. Marketing: THIS IS UPLINK BUT MORE FLESHED OUT

Actual game: THIS IS UPLINK BUT FRUSTRATING AND POORLY EXECUTED. It's ok, good waste of time, makes you
think, makes you explore... GG. awesome graphics! great action! good variety in each class! This game is just overall fun!. A
good documentary about the game.

That is if you can stand the horrible product placement by Apple. Really cringeworthy.. If you like off roading or racing or
driving sims this is the love child of all three.. My limited for finding buttons n♥♥♥♥♥♥appears to be 51 minutes.
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Hi , i reached level 15 and it said it was locked and i cannot fix this.... i paid for the game and would like to be able to finish.
Please help. Otherwise the game is fantastic!!!. Wanted to like this one as keen to support vr educational experiences but you
can't move around, you just point at installations and sometimes it starts telling you a mythological story but sometimes it just
links up the stars with an overlaying picture and the constellation name. And it doesn't have any feeling of being "there" which
I've had with other space educational vr experiences. If it was in a planetarium i'd stop for a couple of mins and move on. More
like a pseudo interactive 3D educational video, Going to keep it out of support to the idea but planetary socks need pulling up if
this is going to be any good in the longer term.. The battle point is sucks! i want to grind but must wait 1hour or PAYING
CRYSTAL? Clearly P2W, if u have lots of money to spend on junk. then play this.. Game looks like it might be fun if they fix
the controller support. Xbox 360 controller here, no excuse for getting THAT controller support wrong...patch it please so I can
play and I will reccomend as long as it's a decent game.. DEXED has a lot going for it, awesome art direction and the gameplay
is quite fun. You basically have two 'guns', ice and fire and have to target enemies according to the elements. Fire beats ice
mobs, ice beats fire mobs. I cannot stress enough how nice the art is in this game, the environments are breathtaking and easy on
the mind and not motion sickness inducing.

As with a lot of VR games the game is rather short, but this game has a lot of replayability and the pricing is fair and half that of
many other games that are more tech demos over this polished product.

I do recommend this game because it does not entirely focus on the novelty of VR but offers an interesting take on gameplay
and what the Vive controllers can do.. Bought it for the VR support, but did not enjoy it on the merit of that alone. Any
movement of the lantern causes the whole camera (i.e. your head) to broadly rotate about the Y axis, which is disorienting at
best and nauseating at worst. It also suffers badly from "why is this in VR?" syndrome. I also found the stereo effects muddled
and strange compared to other games, although maybe I could have resolved those issues if I spent more time tweaking the
settings. This might have also been a side effect of an inconsistent frame rate and judder.

Regardless, the gameplay itself was a deal breaker in this instance. I personally didn't find the game fun enough in its vanilla
form to play it on screen instead of in headset, although your mileage may vary.. Just loved the game. Wonderful humor and
amazing story :)
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